
This patent-pending 10X GEN 2 technology includes our revolutionary new horizontal magazine
integration, making it lighter, more compact and low profile. The second generation10X offers smoother
operation and improved accuracy.

SWARM FUSION 10X GEN2

Our patent-pending technology enables you to shoot upto 10 pellets without reloading. Simply break the
barrel and fire for lightning-quick follow-up shots. This technology is available only in select Gamo air
rifles.

AVAILABLE ON

SWARM WHISPER
SWARM BONE COLLECTOR
SWARM MAGNUM
SWARM MAXXIM

Gamo’s patented Whisper technology leads the air rifle industry in sound suppression. This technology is
categorized into three tiers—Whisper, Whisper Maxxim and Whisper Fusion—for quiet, quieter, and
quietest performance. However,“noise reduction” does not mean “silence,” as sound levels will vary
depending upon pellet choice. A lighter, faster and smaller caliber pellet, for instance, will produce a
louder sound than a heavier, slower and higher caliber pellet. To further assist with your purchasing
decision, please refer to the chart above.

At Gamo, we manufacture many different air guns to fit the needs of versatile shooters everywhere. With such a variety of choices, we’ve created the GAMO
PROSHOT ID SYSTEM to help you better aligns your shooting needs with the performance attributes of each model. From Hunting to Pest Control & Recreation
to Target & Competition, all Gamo air gun and ammunition packages are clearly labeled and color coordinated to designate their recommended primary usage so

you can easily pair the right air gun every time.



QUIET

The Whisper is the noise-suppressing technology already known and trusted by thousands of shooters
around the world. It is one of the first noise-dampening technologies created in the airgun industry. The
Whisper is an integrated noise and muzzle blast reducer molded onto the barrel, forming a single part

QUIETER

The Whisper Maxxim features two noise dampening chambers, offering a quieter performance as well as
an improved muzzle break design. The new muzzle break helps reduce the recoil and is also integrated
with the bull barrel. This new technology results in a lightweight, fluted, polymer/steel rifled
barrel,integrating one of the latest sound-suppression technologies from Gamo. The Whisper Maxxim
takes less space than the Whisper, keeping a better weight balance while making the air rifle quieter

QUIETEST

The Whisper® Fusion® technology incorporates a double integrated sound moderator making it the
quietest Gamo air rifle. The pellet travels through two different chambers, compressing and preventing
the noise expansion.

Based off the groundbreaking IGT platform, the IGT MACH 1™ replaces the standard spring power plant
with an Inert Gas Cylinder, but the IGT MACH 1’s monster 33 millimeter cylinder delivers more velocity
and terminal penetration. The pneumatic cylinder rockets pellets up to 1420 Feet Per Second (fps) in .177
caliber (with PBA Platinum Ammo), and promotes smooth and consistent cocking efforts with constant
power delivered to any pellet you shoot. If you want: More Precision, Less Vibration and True
Knock Down Power. Make sure your next Gamo has the IGT MACH 1 inside.

Improve your knockdown power and accuracy! Enhance your hunting experience! The IGT™ (Inert Gas
Technology™) from Gamo® enhances your hunting or target shooting experience. This technology
consists of a pneumatic cylinder that replaces the spring, enabling the shooter to get more terminal
velocity (up to 1,300 fps with PBA® Platinum .177 Cal. and up to 975 fps with PBA® Platinum .22 Cal.),
less vibration, more consistent power, and a constant and smooth cocking effort

The revolutionary C.A.T. (Custom Action Trigger) enables Gamo air rifle owners to independently
adjust the 1st and 2nd stages of their trigger to tailor the trigger pull and crispness to their personal
preference. Simply loosen the 1st stage adjustment screw and the trigger travel increases. If a shorter
travel length is desired just tighten the same screw to decrease the 1st Stage travel length. The 2nd Stage
Adjustment is made justas easily —unscrew the adjustment setting to increase the 2nd Stage travel length
or decrease it by screwing in the same adjustment point.

The SAT is a patent-pending trigger developed by Gamo and incorporated into several Gamo airguns.
This trigger helps the shooter acquire a more precise shot. It is a custom trigger designed for hunting and
target shooting that will make you shoot like a pro! It features a smooth action pull, maximizes pinpoint
accuracy and feels crisp and clean.

Gamo, pioneering the latest air gun technology, delivers the groundbreakingTriple R(Recoil Reducing
Rail).The RRR was developed to subdue the taxing stresses placed on your scope from the intense recoil of
air guns and high-powered rifles. The Recoil Reducing Rail uses patent pending two-piece aluminum
construction separated by dual polymer struts to absorb the shockwaves generated by the recoil. Once the
scope is mounted to the Recoil Reducing Rail, the recoil stresses to its internal components are reduced by
almost 100%. Hunters demand: Scope Reliability, Reduced Vibration and Dead On Accuracy.
The Triple R (Recoil Reducing Rail) — Preserve Your Scope’s Lifetime for the Next Time.Only from Gamo.

Looking for dependable hunting and shooting? Rely on GAMO for quality and long-lasting products.

https://www.recreationid.com/hunting-shooting.html
https://www.recreationid.com/gamo/



